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Legislation and COP21 (Paris Agreement)

Australia's target of a 26 to 28 per cent reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions below 2005 levels by 2030 remains unchanged, but the 
Paris agreement will put pressure on the Government to do more.
Reviews of reduction targets

• The deal puts in place mechanisms to review reduction targets every five years 
starting from 2020, which will include Australia.

• Each stocktake will have to result in a more ambitious target.
• Foreign Minister Julie Bishop conceded that would be a challenge for the 

Government, but that the deal would provide further "flexibility" to do more on climate 
change.



The Paris Agreement – is real!



Australia – Above the Line Behaviour!



Australia’s Targets



New Synthetics – Keeping you hooked



Are we nearly there yet?



New Synthetic Alternatives? R-513A

• R-513A
• A mixture of R-1234yf and R-134A
• GWP 631(!)



Prices Increases for the foreseeable future



Time to get off the bottle?

Can we afford to continue with synthetics?



Going Natural



Loads of New(-ish) Equipment

But:Incremental Improvements



Glycol Chiller Heat Pump Combination

Somerston Winery California
• Glycol cooling
• Hot water
• Adiabatic cooler for hot weather
• 3 year payback



Finding your Sweet Spot

Your Refrigeration System

Marketing

Environment

Safety

Economy



Electricity Consumption



Carbon Pricing – does it matter?



Natural versus Synthetic – Marketing Value?



Bolder Solutions: Heat Pumps?

But does heat demand match refrigeration 
demand?



Solar/Heat Pumps/Boilers – Total Cost of Ownership



Thinking inside the box – vine prunings

Better to burn vine trimmings than to spend money on 
a heat pump or solar equipment?
18 month payback…(Courtesy Yealands Wine Group)



Summary

• Synthetics are reaching their “use-by” date
• Plenty of incremental development in chillers and equipment

• Lower charges for ammonia
• Adiabatic coolers
• Natural solutions becoming more ubiquitous at small scale

• Carbon pricing isn’t driving synthetic refrigerant replacement – yet, 
so don’t replace your chilling plant until it wears out

• Natural refrigerants might help your marketing story
• Heat pumps – still difficult to make the business case, especially 

for retrofit, might work in combination with solar
• Biomass heating solutions might be a better hot water solution 

than heat pumps

You need a holistic view!



What will you do?


